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S Y B A (DEFENCE STUDIES)
SEM-III
Elective-201 “Indian Military History”

Course Content:

UNIT-I
Indian Military History from BC Third century to BC Twelve century:
The war of Jhelam and the war of Hidaspas.

UNIT-II
Military system of Maurya yuga in reference to Megasthenis’s war description.

UNIT-III
Kautilya’s Philosophy about war.
1. Army
2. Elephant force/dal
3. Horse force/dal
4. Navy
5. Cheriot force/dal
6. Spy force/dal

UNIT-IV
The war of Somnath and Tarai.

Suggested Readings:

1. Maharaj K. Chopra: India the search for power.
2. K.M.Pannikar: India and Indian Ocean.
3. K.S.Vaidy: Naval Defence of India.
5. J.E.C.Fuller: Decisive battles of western world Vol.II & III.
6. S.S.Vashishtha: March of civilization through the ages (Hindi & English).
S Y B A (Defence Studies)
SEM-III
(Elective: 202) History of Western Military-1

Course Content:

UNIT-I

Greek War Art (Techniques),
Roman War Art (Techniques).

UNIT-II

War of Adrianopol (BC 378),
War of Hastings’s (BC 1066).

UNIT-III

War art and Military Reforms of Changeez Khan.
War of Krecy (BC1346).

UNIT-IV

Military Reforms of Gustavas Adolph.
Military Reforms of Fredrik the great.

Suggested Readings:

1. Maharaj K. Chopra: India the search for power.
2. K.M.Pannikar: India and Indian Ocean.
5. J.E.C.Fuller: Decisive battles of western world Vol.II & III.
6. S.S.Vashishtha: March of civilization through the ages (Hindi & English).
Course Content:

**UNIT-I**
Military force of Sultanat Period. Military force of Moghal Period.

**UNIT-II**
War of Panipat. First war, Second War and Third War
War of Haldi-ghati.

**UNIT-III**
Military force of Maratha aperiod.
War of Assai.
Military force of Sikkh Period.
War of Sobbarao.

**UNIT-IV**
War of India and Pakistan in the year of 1947, 1965 and 1971 AD.
War of India and China, 1962AD
Kargil War.
India and Terrorism

**Suggested Readings:**

7. Maharaj K. Chopra,: India the search for power.
8. K.M.Pannikar,: India and Indian Ocean.
9. K.S.Vaidya,: Naval Defence of India.
11. J.E.C.Fuller,: Decisive battles of western world Vol.II & III.
12. S.S.Vashishtha,: March of civilization through the ages (Hindi & English).
Course Content:

UNIT-I

War Art (Techniques) of Nepolian Bonapart (In reference to the thoughts of Clazvits and Jemini).

UNIT-II

Revolution of France.
American civil war.

UNIT-III

First World-War: Political strategy of group-A and group-B, Use of Aircrafts and Role of Navy in the First World-War.

UNIT-IV

Second World-War: Political strategy of the countries participated in the Second World-War.
Weapons, Role of Army, Navy and Air force, Impact of the Second World-War.

Suggested Readings:

1. Maharaj K. Chopra,: India the search for power.
2. K.M.Pannikar,: India and Indian Ocean.
3. K.S.Vaidya,: Naval Defence of India.
5. J.E.C. Fuller, : Decisive battles of western world Vol.II & III.
6. S.S. Vashishtha, : March of civilization through the ages (Hindi & English).